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The conjecture 3 in [1] can be stated BS follows: (a) For integers k and p such 
that 0~ k s p - 3 and p > 6, there is a graph of p vertices with chromatic roots 
$(2k + 1 A&i), and (b) for integers k and p such that 1 s k s p - 3 and p > 6, 
there is a graph of p vertices with chromatic roots k f i. Here we show that the 
conjecture is true. 
Let Cs, be the cycle of m vertices for m 2 3. Then we know that the chromatic 
polynomiaI is P(C,) = P(G, A) = (A - 1)” +(-l)“(X - 1). In particular, 
P(C,) = A(A - l)[A -~(3+~i~][A-d(3-~i~], 
and 
P(C,) = A(A - l)(A -2)[A -(l +i)HA -(l -i)], 
For p a+ 5, let HP be the graph with p vertices whose V(H’) = {1,2, . . . , p}, and 
whose E(H,) consists of all possible edges but [1, p - 11, [2, p] and 13, p]. Then, 
by using Theorem 1 of [2] (Whitney’s reduction formula), we have 
P(H,) = A(A - 1) . l l (A -(p-3))[A*-(2p-6)A +(p*+p+ lo)]. 
For k =p-3, 
P(H,)=A(A-l)*** (A - k)[A -(k +i)][A -(k-i)]* 
Let K, be the complete graph with na vertices, and let G1 . G2 denote the 
graph obtained by joining every vertex in the graph G1 to every vertex in the 
graph Gz. Then 
and 
P(C,, l I&) = A(A - 1) l 9 l (A - k)[A - k + 1) -$(S +&i)] 
x[(A-k+l)-$(3-ai)], 
P(C, l I&) = A(A - 1) + 0 .(A-k-l)[A-k+l)-(l+i)] 
x[(A-k-+1)-(1-i)]. 
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Now we show the existence of the graphs in the conjecture: 
(a) If k = 0, take C, and p - 7 isolated vertices. If k 2 1, take Cd l Kk-* and 
p - k - 3 isolated vertices, where Cs l K. means C4. 
(1~) If 1 s k < p - 3, take C, l &-l and p - k - 4 isolated vertices, where C, l K. I 
means C5. If k -- p -3, take HP+ 
Remark If, in each case, we replace the t isolated vertices by a tree of t+ 1 
vertices with one vertex in common with the cycle, then the conjecture is seen to 
hold also for connected graphs. 
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